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Abstract

Set in the context of an NSF-funded CAREER project, this paper describes a collaborative effort in the engineering education research community to build social capital and capacity around questions of research quality. To date, this effort has entailed: i) two one and a half day longitudinal interactive workshops with leading qualitative researchers in the field of engineering education and their graduate students (2013, n = 9 faculty, n = 8 graduate students; 2014, n = 8 faculty, n = 10 graduate students), and ii) three broader participation workshops at national and international engineering education conferences (AAEE 2012, n = 16; ASEE 2013, n = 112; FIE 2014, n = 18). This paper describes the model of the ongoing collaborative engagement process, summarizes findings and insights concerning research quality, and outlines plans for future work.

Introduction

The long-term goal of the research program initiated by this NSF-funded CAREER project is to cultivate, catalyze, and systemize a much needed theoretical discourse within the engineering education research community around research quality in qualitative, or “interpretive”, approaches. The need for and timeliness of this work rests on the following three observations of the emerging, interdisciplinary field of engineering education research:

- The field of engineering education is embracing an ever broader range of interpretive methods of inquiry [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6]. This epistemological and methodological diversity has stimulated a debate around what constitutes rigorous research, that is, acceptable ways of conducting and assessing research [2; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11]. At the same time, a crucial body of qualitative work is emerging through the increased adoption of qualitative methods [4; 6; 12] and recent NSF funding efforts, particularly in the Research in Engineering Education (REE) program and engineering education CAREER awards.

- There is a lack of a consensus concerning ways of conceptualizing quality in interpretive research in part due to the fact that fundamental assumptions underlying interpretive research are often unfamiliar to researchers from traditional engineering backgrounds [2]. Also, fields that more commonly employ interpretive approaches provide no broad consensus on the issue of research quality [13]. And,

- There is a recognized need for theory and evidence-based frameworks [11; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18] that provide context- and discipline-specific approaches for engineering education research to move beyond contextual application of individual research methods [5; 17].

With these characteristics of the field of engineering education research in mind, the goal at the outset of this project was to build on an initial theoretical understanding of research quality with the view to developing a quality framework that reflects the practices of engineering education researchers. This goal was to be achieved through two streams (see below) of integrated data gathering and educational workshops and the qualitative analysis of the data using iterative coding methods of constant comparison [19; 20; 21; 22; 23].
Stream A: In-depth longitudinal workshops targeting engineering education researchers with a demonstrated interest and developing expertise in interpretive research methods.
- University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, June 21-22, 2013 (n = 9 faculty, n = 8 graduate students)
- Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, June 13-14, 2014 (n = 8 faculty, n = 10 graduate students)

Stream B: Broad participation workshops targeting a broad and diverse range of participants within the engineering education community.
- Australasian Association of Engineering Education (AAEE) Annual Conference, Swinburne University, Melbourne, Australia, December 2, 2012 (n = 16)
- American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Annual Conference, Atlanta, Georgia, June 24, 2013 (n = 112)
- Frontiers in Education (FIE) Annual Conference, Madrid, Spain, October 21 (n = 18)

After the first longitudinal workshop, however, it became clear that the two dimensions of the initial proposal: a) the process model, and b) the four validation constructs (Theoretical, Procedural, Communicative and Pragmatic Validation) and Process Reliability, resonated with the participants and helped them to situate and work with quality challenges in the context of their own projects. For this reason, it was decided to adapt the data gathering and analysis focus of the project and workshop from a researcher-researched model to a collaborative inquiry-based approach [24; 25; 26; 27; 28]. This shift has led to a number of on-going collaborative activities, two of which are described in more detail below.

"Multiple voices" paper

Building on the momentum from the first longitudinal workshop, it was decided to pursue a "multiple voices" paper, which six out of the nine faculty participants at the workshop committed to contributing to [29]. This process, which is still ongoing, has led to a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the initial proposed quality framework, with a particular focus on interactions between the different aspects of validation and Process Reliability, as well as a better understanding of possible misconceptions of the categories. It is also in the context of working on this collaborative effort that a “question-based” format of the quality framework was developed to inform quality planning activities [30]. More specifically, this shared project and eventual publication will serve to:

- Provide a deeper, pragmatic insight into the overall framework and its theoretical components;
- Offer a set of worked examples intended to stimulate the further, flexible adoption of the framework and/or to serve as a teaching resource for emerging cohorts of engineering education graduate students pursuing qualitative research;
- Expand the framework to, and demonstrate its use in, other interpretive studies based on different methodological perspectives compared to the original example study; and,
- Critically examine how the framework was used in these studies to explore, plan, implement, reflect on, document, and demonstrate research quality.
Ethical validation as a sixth validation construct and core aspect of research quality

Based on conversations at the first longitudinal workshop, over the past two years the authors have collaborated with Dr. Alice Pawley from Purdue University to pursue the idea of ethical validation as an additional, sixth dimension of the quality framework. These explorations were prompted by the recognition in our own work that: i) ethical considerations extend beyond institutional review processes of early project plans and concern the entire research process, and ii) crucial aspects of the human experience of researchers and researched are commonly not considered in the context of research methodology [31]. At the same time, we propose that ethical issues, considerations, and practices lie at the heart of the integrity, trustworthiness, and robustness of interpretive research and are thus a key aspect of overall quality considerations. We have explored this issue through a community of practice approach that has comprised regular conversations about our concrete research practice anchored in discussions of the broader literature about ethical aspects of qualitative research.

Future work
In furthering the collaborative inquiry approach to articulate and theoretically frame quality conceptions and practices within the engineering education research community, we are currently also pursuing the following three initiatives:

New meanings of old strategies – exploring existing quality strategies through the Quality Framework
At several points during the workshops, the quality framework was used to explore some of the quality strategies described in the literature that engineering education researchers use in their projects (e.g. triangulation, purposive sampling, etc.). The workshop participants found that the quality framework allowed them to both fundamentally understand the specific contribution of a particular strategy to overall quality and to explore the role of a quality strategy in the context of their own research projects. The purpose of this initiative is to explore a number of such strategies, from a range of methodological perspectives, and to ‘de-mystify’ their role in engineering education research. This collaborative exploration will be based on research experiences from members of the group with the aim to provide novice researchers with a sense of the use of such strategies in a specific engineering education context.

Coding journals, memos and log trails: Diverse practices and benefits from a quality perspective
One key question explored at the workshop was how the quality framework and associated ways of thinking can be ‘operationalized’ in diverse engineering education research projects. One promising starting point was a range of conversations about the use of coding journals, memos or log trails to support a range of interconnected quality aspects. The focus of this collaborative exploration is to explore diverse practices of keeping and using such research records and to examine their context-specific contribution to procedural validation, communicative validation, and process reliability.

Using the Quality Framework as a lens to explore issues of research quality in phenomenographic engineering education research
A number of conversations at the workshop explored questions of research quality from the methodological perspective of phenomenography. Participants felt that the quality framework
provides a useful lens to ground these discussions and make a methodological contribution to this emerging research methodology. There seemed to be a consensus that a certain degree of uncertainty around using and justifying this methodology, as well as articulating research choices, prevails in the community. Given this need and a critical mass of participants interested in this research tradition, a contribution in this area was determined by group to be promising and timely.

Conclusion
This paper has described efforts to engage the engineering education research community around questions of interpretive research quality. Set in the context of an NSF-funded CAREER project, the paper first outlined the rationale underlying these efforts, as well as the specific actions taken thus far, and ongoing shared projects. Together, the interactive workshops and on-going collaborative investigations have served to catalyze a vibrant discourse related to issues of interpretive research quality that is both grounded in the literature and in concrete research practice. We offer this model of community engagement and inquiry as an exemplar to the engineering education research community as we work towards establishing our own context-specific research paradigm.
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